Introduction
In direct-drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF), 1 a small spherical capsule filled with a deuterium-tritium (DT) mix is imploded by irradiating the capsule symmetrically with highintensity lasers to achieve a high-density, high-temperature state where fusion reactions may readily occur. The capsule shell is accelerated by the ablation pressure of the laser-heated plasma at the outer edge of the shell to high velocity (v imp > 3.5 # 10 7 cm/s, where v imp is the implosion velocity), compressing the capsule to a high density. As the capsule implodes, the back pressure from the compressed plasma in the center of the capsule slows the implosion until the shell stagnates. At stagnation, the fill gas has been compressed and heated via shocks and adiabatic compression, forming a low-density central hot spot surrounded by a dense shell tamper consisting of DT fuel. If sufficient hot-spot temperature (L10 keV) and shell areal density .
a k # are achieved, energetic alpha particles created by the hot-spot fusion reactions are stopped in the cold dense shell, heating it quickly, and initiating ignition, which causes the fusion reaction rate to rise dramatically, burning a substantial portion of the DT fuel.
Shock ignition (SI) 2 is a relatively new concept in which the compression phase and ignition phase are separated. 3 Practically, this separation is achieved by dividing the laser pulse into two parts: a main-drive or compression pulse, and a spike or ignition pulse timed at the end of the main pulse. The main-drive pulse is typically of lower power than in hot-spot direct drive since the main pulse serves solely to compress the shell to the required areal density for ignition and not to heat the hot spot. This lower drive power corresponds to a lower implosion velocity, typically less than 3.0 # 10 7 cm/s. At the end of the main pulse, an intense spike pulse launches a strong shock through the imploding shell material to heat the hot spot quickly to ignition temperatures.
By separating the compression from the hot-spot heating, SI somewhat resembles the fast-ignition concept. 4 However, SI requires a spherically symmetric laser illumination of much more moderate laser intensity (typically several times 10 15 W/cm 2 ) than is required for fast ignition (>10 19 W/cm 2 ) , such that the SI heating pulse can be generated with the same laser system as the main-drive pulse. In contrast, fast ignition requires chirped-pulse amplification to generate pulses of high intensity. Furthermore, SI heating is accomplished via shock heating, which is well understood and easily modeled, as opposed to fast ignition, which delivers energy via the generation and transport of relativistic fast electrons, which is difficult to model theoretically or computationally.
Achieving ignition through SI is not without its uncertainties. For SI to be viable, laser-generated strong shocks of the order of 300 Mbar must be demonstrated experimentally in a spherical geometry. Furthermore, at these intensities, laser-plasma interactions (LPI's) become significant and can greatly influence the coupling of laser energy to the imploding capsule, affecting the strong-shock formation and potentially preheating the cold fuel prior to full capsule compression. An experimental understanding of LPI in this intensity regime, therefore, is very important in predicting the success of SI implosions.
It should be noted that a concept similar to SI was proposed a few decades ago by Shcherbakov. 5 The concept proposed at that time, however, called for much lower initial compression velocities v imp -2.0 # 10 6 cm/s (the final velocity after the shock pulse is quoted as v imp -1.5 # 10 7 cm/s). The laser drive needed to compress and shock the capsule in that design was not specified, and only the absorbed laser energy E -30 kJ was cited. An article by the same author two decades later 6 indicates laser-drive parameters of P -10 TW, I -10 13 W/cm 2 , and Dt pulse -tens of nanoseconds, with shock laser parameters of P -10 PW, I -10 16 W/cm 2 , and Dt pulse -a few hundreds of picoseconds. This work, therefore, seems to indicate very different regimes of both laser operation and capsule design relative to the conceptual paper of Betti et al. 2 even though the concept is essentially the same.
Research in SI has garnered much interest both experimentally and theoretically in the international fusion community over the past several years. Theoretical models, 7-10 scaling A Polar-Drive Shock-Ignition Design for the National Ignition Facility laws, 7, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and computational target designs in one dimension (1-D) 11, 13, 14, 17, 18 and multiple dimensions [13] [14] [15] [18] [19] [20] have investigated the feasibility of SI on a variety of target platforms. These studies have validated the claims of Betti et al. 2 that the addition of a strong shock reduces the energy required for ignition, allowing for higher gain at a given input laser energy. Strong-shock propagation experiments in planar 21 and spherical geometry 22 have validated computation modeling of shocks driven at intensities up to 1.5 # 10 15 W/cm 2 . Full-implosion experiments 23 have been performed on OMEGA 24 showing increased neutron yield, areal density, and yield-over-clean (defined as the ratio of the experimental yield to 1-D simulated predictions) relative to similar no-spike experiments. Particlein-cell LPI simulations of OMEGA experiments 25 and fullscale ignition designs 26 have reported hot-electron generation in the temperature regime up to 40 keV at SI-relevant laser intensities with total reflectivities (Raman and Brillouin scattering) from 10% to 35% of the incident laser energy. Spherical LPI experiments 27, 28 performed on OMEGA at SI-relevant intensities and plasma conditions have resulted in similar findings. Planar LPI experiments 29 have also been performed in France. The hot-electron temperatures reported in these simulations and experiments appear favorable for SI in light of computational investigations of hot-electron coupling during spike propagation, 30 which report enhanced strong-shock pressures and higher ignition margin as a result of hot-electron energy coupling at electron temperatures up to 100 keV. All of these studies indicate that the SI method is a viable path to achieve ignition and gain in ICF.
Most of the theoretical research published to date has been limited to either conceptual designs or designs for proposed laser facilities or facilities still under construction. This article proposes a design for experiments on the currently operational National Ignition Facility (NIF). 31 These proposed experiments conform to the NIF system specifications and could be fielded in the polar-drive configuration on the NIF within the next several years, requiring only minor system modifications. Such modifications include the design and manufacture of specifically tailored phase plates; 32,33 implementation of multifrequency-modulation smoothing by spectral dispersion (multi-FM SSD) 34, 35 in NIF beamlines; design and introduction of polarization plates for polarization smoothing; and the development of a polar-drive target insertion cryostat.
This article is organized as follows: A theoretical model for calculating target robustness is outlined; a 1-D target design for the NIF is developed and implosion robustness to 1-D physics and system uncertainties is detailed; and a polar-drive beam configuration for the NIF is outlined and robustness to two-dimensional (2-D) drive and capsule nonuniformities is explored. The capsule is found to robustly ignite under all anticipated sources of 1-D uncertainty and 2-D perturbations.
Characterizing Robustness
In ICF target design, it is important to characterize design performance. Often in the ICF community, 1-D target gain has been used as a metric to preferentially guide target design. One-dimensional gain in an igniting target, however, is largely a function of the assembled fuel areal density (see Ref. 1, p. 40) and, as a metric for target design, does not provide a reference for how close the target implosion is to the ignition threshold. It is therefore important to define a metric for the margin of error, in a 1-D sense, to quantify the robustness of the proposed shockignition design for the NIF. In this article, target designs will be characterized using the ignition threshold factor (ITF). [36] [37] [38] By the definition of ITF as described in Spears et al., 38 an ITF of 1 corresponds to an +50% chance of ignition with the DT target in simulations.
In this article, the ITF is calculated in 1-D simulations using the methodology of Chang et al. 37 Essentially, the fusion reactivity rate GvoH of the DT fuel is artificially reduced by a variable parameter in the simulation
until the target yield degrades to a gain of 1, where the fusion output energy equals the input laser energy. Here GvoH mod is the modified fusion reactivity rate, and p is the fractional input parameter. This is analogous to multiplying the neutron yield obtained in the absence of alpha-particle heating by the same factor. One may characterize this input parameter p as a clean-volume fraction, defined as the fraction of the 1-D hotspot volume , V V In simple models of clean volume fraction, the yield-overclean (YOC), which is defined as the 3-D yield divided by
k is typically equated to the clean-volume fraction. These models, however, ignore the effect of shell perturbations on the hot-spot temperature. Twodimensional DRACO 39 simulations of three igniting targets, described in Fig. 3 of Ref. 37 with varying levels of input nonuniformity, are used to evaluate the functional dependence of the hot-spot ion temperature on the YOC. In Fig. 133 .1, the neutron-averaged ion temperature is plotted for these three 
as shown by the continuous lines of Fig. 133 .1. The power-law exponent a was found to vary from 0.11 to 0.16 in the different designs. Here, we will assume an average value of 0.13 for a.
We employ a simple model of the hot spot, which assumes a single temperature over the hot-spot volume
where 
and defining the ITF as the ratio of the kinetic energy E kin of the imploding shell to the minimum energy required to ignite the same shell, one obtains a scaling relation between | and the ITF,
Substituting Eqs. (2)- (4) into Eq. (7) yields
When a series of 1-D simulations with alpha-energy transport are performed, varying the clean-volume fraction p, one finds a critical value of p, below which ignition is quenched. We will term this the minimum clean-volume fraction required for ignition , 
In this article, we will use Eq. (9) to determine the 1-D robustness of our target design.
One-Dimensional Target Design and Robustness Studies
This section outlines the NIF SI target design in 1-D and details the robustness of the target to various sources of physics and system uncertainties. In designing a shock-ignition target for the NIF, the most-constraining system limitation is the total system's peak laser power. The early SI design at 290 kJ proposed by Betti et al. 2 used a laser spike with a peak laser power of 540 TW. Scaling this target to NIF's total energy of +1.5 MJ, the required laser power reaches +1600 TW, prohibitively high for the NIF, which recently achieved 42 a peak power of 520 TW. Indeed, Betti's design at 290 kJ already exceeds the demonstrated NIF peak power. Therefore, some modifications to the conceptual design must be made for experiments on the NIF. The first is to scale only to sub-MJ laser energy to allow for more headroom in power space. The second is to raise the capsule's implosion velocity by making the shell thinner. This recovers the stagnation pressure and temperature that is lost when simply reducing the laser power to conform to the NIF's power ceiling. Additional robustness is achieved by allowing that the laser pulse may be split, such that half of the NIF beams drive the target compression and are focused at the original target radius, while the other half drive the spike shock using more tightly focused beams to improve energy coupling to the target late in time. All 1-D simulations in this article were performed using the radiation-hydrodynamics code LILAC 43 with the SESAME 44 equation of state and a flux-limited Spitzer heat conductivity 45 with a flux-limiter value of 0.06.
The target design chosen is shown in Fig. 133 .2. The capsule has a 1080-nm radius with a 161-nm solid-DT fuel layer surrounded by a 31-nm outer plastic ablator layer. The ablator thickness is chosen such that the ablator material is fully ablated by the end of the laser pulse to mitigate decelerationphase mixing of the plastic with the DT fuel. The total energy delivered by the laser is 689 kJ, divided into two pulses, as shown in Fig. 133 As seen in Fig. 133 .3, the laser pulse design has two "picket" pulses at the beginning, followed by a low-intensity foot with a slow rise to the main compression drive, and ultimately concluding with a spike pulse at the end of the main compression.
The picket pulses serve two purposes: The first is to raise the ablation velocity [46] [47] [48] [49] 
(where v abl is the ablation velocity, m o is the mass ablation rate, and t abl is the density at the ablation front) to reduce the growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability, 50,51 which is a major obstacle to ICF. This ablative stabilization of the RT instability has been demonstrated theoretically [52] [53] [54] and experimentally. 55 The second purpose of the picket pulses is to facilitate simplified shock tuning and adiabat control. 56 The ramp times of the pickets and foot of the main drive are chosen as 400-ps linear ramps to account for a 350-ps spatiotemporal skew in the NIF beamlines that is introduced by the diffraction grating required for 1-D multi-FM SSD. 57 Shorter, more-intense pickets would more efficiently reduce laser imprint [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] and provide increased adiabat shaping 48 for multidimensional stability, but such pickets are not currently possible on the NIF. The flattop of each picket pulse is also 400 ps, chosen to facilitate better SSD smoothing. 57, 66 This allows for a longer time when the laser pickets are at their highest power and while the beams fill the full aperture of the phase plates. The ramp time from the main drive to the spike pulse is, by design, 100 ps; however, 1-D simulations indicate that increasing the rise time to 400 ps (fixing the center of the rise in time) still gives full 1-D gain with the same ITF 1-D ; i.e., no margin is lost.
The compression pulse launches four distinct shocks: one by each picket, one by the foot, and one by the ramp to main compression drive. As in previous designs with multiple shocks, 48, 49, 56 the shocks are tuned such that the shocks merge approximately at the rear surface of the solid DT fuel layer. The first picket pulse has a peak 96-beam (single-beam powers in parentheses) power of 6 TW (0.063 TW) and is followed by a second picket, which starts at 2.9 ns and has a peak power of 8 TW (0.083 TW). The foot of the main compression pulse is 15 TW (0.16 TW) beginning at 4.4 ns. Following the foot, the laser pulse rises beginning at t = 5.8 ns over 800 ps to a main compression power of 130 TW (1.35 TW). Finally, at t = 8.95 ns, the spike pulse begins, rising over 100 ps to 215 TW (2.24 TW). At the same time, the shock beams are turned on using the pulse history shown by the dashed curve, which also peaks at 215 TW (2.24 TW), giving a total system 192-beam peak power of 430 TW-17% below the recently demonstrated achieved peak power 42 of 520 TW on the NIF. Since both the peak power and individual pulse energies of this design are significantly below the demonstrated capabilities of the NIF, this design offers substantial system headroom for capsule tuning to match experimental and simulated absorption, shell velocity, and spike shock pressure, as well as 2-D polar-drive symmetry.
The result is a mass-averaged in-flight fuel adiabat at the end of the compression drive of GaH fuel = 1.8 with a minimum adiabat at the inner edge of the dense shell of a in = 1.2. The adiabat here is characterized using the "DT-standard" adiabat, 40 which is given by a DT-standard = P/(2.18 t 5/3 ), where P is in Mbar and t in g/cm 3 . The implosion velocity is v imp = 3.05 # 10 7 cm/s, which is substantially faster than Betti's target of Ref. 2. The target achieves a 1-D gain of 58 with a peak areal density tR = 1.6 g/cm 2 . The in-flight aspect ratio (defined as IFAR / R/DR, where R is the shell radius and DR is the shell thickness), calculated when the shell radius is two-thirds of the initial target radius, is 22. Target robustness is excellent with an ITF 1-D = 4.1. These 1-D performance parameters are summarized in Table 133 .I.
The effect of the spike shock on target robustness was studied in 1-D by varying the spike laser intensity to alter the applied pressure of the spike shock. Figure 133 .4 plots the calculated ITF 1-D as a function of the initial shock pressure near the ablation surface. The nominal shock pressure of the original design is 300 Mbar. The lowest pressure in Fig. 133.4 corresponds to the case where the spike shock is removed entirely. In this case, the pressure reported (160 Mbar) is the ablation pressure. Figure 133 .4 shows that this target is predicted to ignite in 1-D even without the spike shock, but with a much lower ITF 1-D of 1.3. It also shows clearly that additional ignition margin is predicted when the spike pulse is present. A series of 1-D simulations examined the robustness of the design to systematic mistiming of shocks. Figure 133 .5 shows the calculated ITF 1-D as a function of shock mistiming for the second shock (launched by the second picket), the third shock (launched by the foot of the main pulse), the fourth shock (launched by the ramp to the main compression drive), and the spike-pulse shock. As can be seen from the plots, the design ignites for all mistimings studied and has large timing windows within which a high margin is maintained. For reference, systematic shock mistiming on the NIF is estimated 67 to be 10 ps.
It is anticipated that such a target would be shot on the NIF at a temperature of 17.8 K, two degrees below the triple point of the DT fuel mixture with an initial gas density of 0.225 mg/cm 3 . Figure 133 .6 illustrates how changing the initial gas density affects the ITF 1-D in simulations. These data demonstrate the advantage of shooting at a lower temperature and gas density since the ITF 1-D drops noticeably as the temperature and gas density increase. It should be noted that the target is still predicted to ignite in 1-D at a gas density near the triple point (T = 19.8 K, t gas = 0.62 mg/cm 3 ) with an ITF 1-D of 2.8.
Since laser-plasma interactions can have a significant impact on ICF implosions, it is important to quantify the laser intensity, plasma temperature, and density scale lengths in the hot corona. Temporally and spatially averaged conditions at the quarter-critical surface are reported in Table 133 .II during both the main compression pulse and the spike pulse. The laser intensities reported in this table are "nominal" in the sense that they are averaged over the quarter-critical surface. Since the laser spots of the spike beams are much smaller (1/e radius of 258 nm) compared to the average quarter-critical radius (+1000 nm), there will be hot spots of higher laser intensity in some locations.
From these plasma conditions, one can evaluate a twoplasmon-decay (TPD) threshold parameter F TPD during both pulses using the formula 68 ,
where I 14 is the laser intensity in units of 10 14 W/cm 2 , L n is the density gradient scale length in microns, and T e is the electron temperature in keV. For values of F TPD greater than 1, hot-electron heating from TPD has been reported in OMEGA experiments. 69, 70 The threshold parameter is predicted to be above 1 during both the main-drive and spike pulses, indicating a likeliness of hot-electron generation and preheating during both the compression and shock phases of the implosion. TPD thresholds for NIF targets have not yet been characterized, but thresholds for OMEGA targets have been shown to be dependent on beam geometry. 71 Hot-electron generation during the main-drive pulse caused by TPD may be an issue for this target. If so, one mitigation strategy that has been proposed is the use of higher-Z ablators, e.g., silicon or glass. 70, 72 Given the high intensity of the spike pulse, and in light of recent shock-ignition-relevant experiments on OMEGA, it is predicted that during the spike pulse, stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), rather than TPD, will likely be the dominant factor in hot-electron generation. 28, 73, 74 The SRS hot-electron temperature in those experiments was shown to be +40 keV with a conversion efficiency of up to +16% of the incident spike laser energy. With this in mind, 1-D simulations of hot-electron energy coupling were performed in LILAC using a multigroup diffusion model of suprathermal electron energy transport. Various electron temperatures and coupling efficiencies were studied. The results, plotted in Fig. 133 .7, show that this SI design is robust to energy coupling from hot electrons with Maxwellian temperatures of up to 150 keV and coupling efficiencies of up to 30%, similar to the results of Ref. 30 . Furthermore, an analysis of LILAC simulations at hot-electron temperatures above 100 keV suggests a competition between increased shock coupling as a result of the lower-energy hot electrons stopping at the ablation front and volumetric heating of the cold fuel caused by higher-energy hot electrons streaming through the target, increasing the shell adiabat and lowering compressibility. These two effects oppose one another: one to improve target performance, the other to degrade performance. A more-rigorous model of suprathermal electrons is required to more-accurately quantify the effects of hot-electron transport at temperatures above 150 keV. 
Two-Dimensional Polar-Drive Configuration and Nonuniformity Studies
Because of the current indirect-drive laser configuration on the NIF, in which the laser beams are clustered near the poles for entry into a vertically oriented hohlraum, it is necessary to devise a scheme that will directly drive a capsule uniformly to preserve shell integrity and hot-spot confinement. Simply pointing all the NIF beams with equal power toward the center of the capsule will result in higher intensities at the poles than at the equator. As such, the equator of the target would be driven at a slower velocity than the poles, resulting in an unacceptable target asymmetry. In polar drive (PD), beams from the poles and mid-latitudes of the target chamber are deliberately pointed toward the equator of the target to correct for the lower drive intensity there. Hot-spot polar-drive targets have shown promise in both simulations [75] [76] [77] [78] and experiments. 79, 80 While other schemes have been devised in which no repointing is deemed necessary 18 or in which an equatorial ring is used to redirect laser energy toward the equator, 80,81 they are not investigated in this article.
As mentioned earlier, substantial margin can be regained for SI designs on the NIF by using two separate laser pulses-one to drive the compression and one to shock the capsule. For SIspecific purposes, two separate PD beam-configuration types have been proposed. NIF beams are bundled into groups of four termed "quads." The first and simplest PD scheme to implement on the NIF is one where half of the NIF's 48 quads drive the capsule compression and the other half drive the ignitor shock. The other scheme divides the beams within a single quad, using two beams from each of the 48 NIF quads for the compression and the remaining two beams for the shock. Here, we will use the term "full-quad" for the first scheme and "split-quad" for the second. It should be noted that the splitquad scheme requires modifications to the front end of the NIF Laser System to allow different laser pulses to propagate through separate beamlines within a single quad; 82 therefore, the full-quad scheme is more likely to be used in the near term. However, since much work has been done on PD designs of standard hot-spot capsules for the NIF using 48-quad beam pointings, [75] [76] [77] this article focuses mainly on polar-drive SI using 48 split quads as compression beams to capitalize on lessons learned in a similar beam geometry. Initial results from full-quad, polar-drive SI are also presented.
Modeling the laser deposition computationally in either scheme requires a fully 3-D ray trace. All 2-D PD simulations in this article were performed using the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian radiation-hydrodynamics code DRACO. 39, 76 In designing a PD pointing scheme for a specific target, one may use different laser spot shapes and sizes, as well as vary the pulse power from quad to quad until the desired shell uniformity is achieved. The NIF is currently capable of providing separate laser pulse shapes to each quad, and phase plates can be designed to produce specified laser spot shapes and sizes.
A specific split-quad beam-pointing scheme was developed for the compression beams wherein the 48 half-quads, which can be divided into five separate "rings" of beams with the same port angle, were repointed toward five separate latitudes on the target surface. The beam repointings are summarized in Table 133 .III. In this table, the beam port angle describes the location at which the beams enter the target chamber, relative to pole, and the repointing angle on target represents the polarangle position of the center of the beam on the target surface. All the beams located at the 23.5° and 30° port angles are repointed to the target surface at 24.5° and 44°, respectively, both toward the target equator, and are referred to as Ring 1 and Ring 2 in Table 133 .III. Half of the 44.5° quads (Ring 3) are repointed slightly toward the pole to the 44° target angle, and the other half (Ring 4) to the 82° position. Finally, the 50° quads (Ring 5) are all pointed to 82° on target.
In addition, laser-spot profiles for the drive beams were altered from the 1-D spot shapes to better distribute laser absorption and achieve better capsule uniformity and performance. The first alteration is to use a lower super-Gaussian order, reducing it from v = 2.5 in the 1-D design to v = 2.2. This removes much of the short-wavelength nonuniformity in the absorption. Next, a secondary elliptical spot is superimposed over the circular spots of Rings 4 and 5. This secondary ellipse has an amplitude of 30% relative to the circular spot, an ellipticity of 2.5 with its major axis oriented in the same plane as the target's equator, a super-Gaussian order v = 2.2, and is offset relative to the center of the circular spot by 30% of the initial target radius toward the target's equator. The addition of this secondary ellipse directs more energy toward the equator. Finally, this spot redesign also uses a spot masking that effectively redistributes back onto target laser energy that would otherwise be lost over the target horizon as a result of the beam repointing. This is done at time t = 0 for all beams; however, the beam profile is modified only slightly in the polar and mid-latitude beams because of their more-moderate repointing angles. The resulting beam profiles are shown in Fig. 133.8 . Finally, the beam powers of each ring are optimized to produce a more-uniform implosion. The beam power versus time for each ring is plotted in Fig. 133.9 , along with the 1-D design pulse (black dashed line). The beams from Ring 1 are grouped together using a single laser pulse shape and are labeled the "polar." The Ring-2 and Ring-3 beams share a second pulse shape and are labeled the "mid-latitude" beams. The Ring-4 and Ring-5 beams comprise the final grouping ("equatorial" beams), all using a third pulse shape. Initial polar-drive SI simulations indicated that the final capsule symmetry is much more dependent on the compression-beam geometry than the spike-beam geometry. As such, in this design, no repointing of the shock beams in the remaining 48 half-quads was done to minimize refractive losses. The spike-beam profiles, therefore, are circular with the same super-Gaussian order v = 2.2 as the main-drive beams. Since symmetry is largely unaffected by the spike beams, each ignitor beam has a pulse shape exactly as in 1-D for all rings, as is shown in Fig. 133.9 . This 2-D PD design uses a total of 760 kJ of laser energy. Additional input laser energy compared to the 689 kJ of the 1-D design is required to offset the enhanced refractive losses of the repointed beams caused by their higher impact parameters as well as the loss in ablative drive efficiency in those same beams as a result of the ray turning points and the position of peak absorption lying farther away from the ablation front. The maximum laser energy in any single beam is 7.4 kJ. For reference, the NIF is rated at 1.8 MJ (9.4 kJ per beam) and has already demonstrated this energy level. The simulated target density and temperature profiles at peak compression, shortly before the onset of ignition, are shown in Fig. 133.10 . This target achieves a 2-D simulated gain of 52.
Recently, comparisons between OMEGA experimental data and 1-D simulations have indicated the need for implementing a numerical model of nonlocal heat transport combined with a model of cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) 83 due to stimulated Brillouin scattering. While nonlocal effects and CBET are anticipated to affect laser coupling and symmetry in this target to some extent, both the nonlocal transport 84 and CBET 85 models developed recently for DRACO in 2-D were being tested at the time of this publication. Therefore, these simulations all use flux-limited Spitzer heat transport with a flux-limiter value of 0.06 with no cross-beam model. Given that this target design is well below the energy and power limits of the NIF, it may be possible to recover lost energy coupling caused by CBET by increasing laser power and energy. Symmetry can likewise be recovered by tuning in future simulations with the added physics packages and through experiment.
Several robustness studies were performed on this PD design to evaluate the additional contributions to compression nonuniformity caused by both capsule asymmetries and laser system uncertainties. Unless otherwise specified, these simulations were performed in a half-sphere geometry and include all even perturbation modes from  = 2 to  = 50 with a minimum grid resolution of 12 cells per smallest-wavelength mode in the transverse direction. Capsule asymmetry studies include outersurface roughness of the plastic ablator, inner-shell-surface roughness from DT ice layering, as well as target offset due to mispositioning of the target relative to the center of beam convergence. Modeled laser system uncertainties include random beam-mispointing errors, beam-to-beam mistiming of the laser pulse, power imbalance between beams, and laser speckle and imprint from the phase plates, including beam smoothing using multi-FM SSD. Each of the capsule nonuniformity sources has been characterized experimentally in NIF-scale or OMEGAscale capsules, and laser system uncertainty 68 on the NIF is well quantified.
Robustness to capsule nonuniformities was found to exceed NIF specifications and achieved values. Each of the following sources of nonuniformity was added to the PD capsule design individually and varied in magnitude to assess the capsule's sensitivity to the perturbation source: capsule outer-surface roughness, inner-surface DT-ice roughness, target offset from target chamber center (TCC), beam-to-beam mispointing and mistiming, and laser power balance between beams. Note that root-mean-square (rms) values in laser parameters are not systematic variations from the design specifications, but rather indicate statistical deviations of individual beams from the intended design.
Outer-surface roughness on NIF-scale capsules has been quantified as 115-nm rms with a spectrum approximated by the formula given in Eq. (2) of Ref. 86 . Simulations of this polardrive SI design with this outer-surface roughness spectrum indicate that the target can withstand outer-surface roughness up to 5# this NIF specification, or up to 575-nm rms, and still achieve ignition. The NIF specification for the inner DT-ice surface roughness is 1-nm rms, and cryogenic DT-layered OMEGA capsules have routinely demonstrated this level of uniformity. 87 These simulations indicate that the SI design tolerates over 5-nm-rms inner-surface ice roughness. Target offset was modeled in a full-sphere geometry, resolving modes  = 1 to  = 50. This capsule ignited with a target offset of up to 25 nm-2.5# greater than the NIF specification of 10 nm. Figure 133 .11 shows the predicted density and temperature profiles for this 25-nm-offset implosion. One can see that the hot spot has been pushed away from the capsule's original position, and that the hot-spot displacement is in the same direction as the initial target offset from TCC. This is expected as a result of the increased laser intensity on the side of the capsule closer to TCC. With a 25-nm offset, the gain of this target is 56.
Robustness to laser system uncertainties likewise exceed NIF specifications with ignition indicated for beam-mispointing errors up to 100-nm rms and beam-to-beam mistiming up to 100-ps rms [for comparison, the NIF specifications are 50-nm mispointing and 30-ps mistiming (see Ref. 67) ]. The NIF has demonstrated 8% rms quad-to-quad power imbalance, corresponding to a 2% rms illumination nonuniformity on target (see Ref. 67) . In a split-quad beam configuration, care should be taken when pairing beams within a quad, given that the power output of beams within a quad varies significantly. This variation is systematic, however, due to a design variation in the thickness of the frequency-conversion crystals and can be minimized in a split-quad configuration by consistently choosing the same beams in each of the drive quads. Therefore, effectively for this target design, the NIF-specified power imbalance between half-quads is +11% rms, a factor of 2 higher due to the fact that half of the NIF beams are used. Simulations indicate that the SI target will ignite with power imbalance up to 15% rms between half-quads.
A full nonuniformity simulation including all of these sources of nonuniformity at the NIF specifications was performed. This simulation included expected levels of laser imprint on the NIF caused by phase-plate speckle with the multi-FM-SSD smoothing parameters used in Ref. 77 . This simulation, which was performed on a full sphere and resolved modes from  = 1 to  = 100, indicated a target gain of 38.
As mentioned earlier, SI with a full-quad PD beam configuration is more likely to be fielded on the NIF in the near term. Therefore, a full-quad PD beam configuration for the same capsule design has been developed. As in Ref. 88 , all four quads from the 30° beams (Ring 1) and half of the quads from the 44.5° and 50° beams (Rings 2 and 3, respectively) are used for the main compression drive, while the other quads are used for the ignitor shock pulse. The main-drive beams are repointed as outlined in Table 133 .IV. Each of these three rings of beams has a separate laser pulse-shape history. The pulse shapes for each ring are detailed in Fig. 133.12 , with the 1-D design pulse shown for reference by the dashed line. Ring 1 comprises the polar beams, Ring 2 the mid-latitude beams, and Ring 3 the equatorial beams. As with the split-quad design, no repointing was considered for the shock beams, and the pulse shape is the same as the 1-D design. Simulations of this target design indicate a gain of 51. A density and temperature plot at the onset of ignition (Fig. 133.13) shows that the target exhibits Further optimization and robustness studies on this fullquad design are underway. Beam configurations that offer different repointings of beams within a single quad, as in Ref. 88 , are also being considered to improve drive symmetry. Simulations with the nonlocal heat transport and CBET models must be performed, and an accounting for laser backscatter caused by LPI should be included. In addition, hot-electron preheat effects must be modeled in the 2-D simulations. It is also anticipated that 3-D effects will be somewhat larger in the full-quad design than in the split-quad design because of the smaller number of azimuthal beam ports used during compression, and, as such, 3-D PD simulations must be performed in the future.
Conclusion
A polar-drive SI design for the National Ignition Facility has been developed within the NIF Laser System specifications. The target implosion velocity is higher than for standard SI designs to account for laser power limitations on the NIF. The proposed target ignites in 1-D simulations with an ITF 1-D of 4.1 using 700 kJ of input laser energy. Excellent robustness in 1-D to shock mistiming and initial gas density is predicted. Hot-electron energy coupling during the spike pulse is shown to have a positive effect on target margin at hot-electron temperatures up to 150 keV and below 20% of the incident spike laser energy. Two-dimensional PD simulations including a 3-D laser raytrace modeling of NIF beams and using either a split-quad or a full-quad beam configuration predict good shell uniformity and ignition with gains above 50 using 750 kJ of laser energy. PD target robustness has been shown to be excellent with respect to individual nonuniformity sources. Simulations of the split-quad PD design including all anticipated levels of system uncertainty and capsule and laser nonuniformity predict a gain of 38.
This target may be imploded on the NIF using the proposed full-quad PD beam configuration in a relatively short time frame, requiring only minor modifications to the NIF system. These modifications include the incorporation of 1-D multi-FM SSD beam smoothing, the manufacture of specially tailored laser phase plates, the introduction of polarization plates for polarization smoothing, and the development of a PD target insertion cryostat. 
